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1.01 This practice explains and illustrates approved distributing frame procedures (jumper work) 
required to provide customer service, and replaces CTSP 400-300-400. 

1.02 In a Central Office, the automatic switching and other equipment is maintained by 
craftsmen. In most instances. central office distributing frames are the initial training 
grounds for these craftsmen. In all cases. a contact memo is issued to authorize every 
installation, move, change, and discontinuance of service. These orders are submitted to the 
frame forces as work assignments in several diffrrent forms, such as ..::ontact memo~ rack 
sheet, read order, read-out install order, etc. This practice provides a method of handling 
these orders, symbols to be used to ,knote work progress or completio·n. and special 
conditions sometimes involved in frame proc~dures. 

1.03 Every prewutwn shall be taken 1101 ,u impair or dismpt existing service and ·au employees 

should be familiar with Continentill Telephone System Pra~ticcs regarding special cin:uit 
protection. Other CTSP's used for rcft rence and training purposes are: 

CTSP 400-300-019 •- Monitoring of Working Lines 
CTSP 400-405-001 -· First Ai<l 
CTSP 400-450- I IO ··-· Central and PABX Office Safety Precautions 
CTSP 400-700-100 - Special Safeguarding Measures (SSM) for Leased Circuits 
CTSP 400-700-101 ···-Safeguarding Special Service Circuits-Clip Type 

Connecting Blocks 
(TSP 400-905-070 - Contact Memo Order-Form CM 1066 
CTS 405-700-xxx -· Sold,·ring Irons and Wire Wrap Tools 

( series) 
CTSP 410-650-410 -· Soldering Mcthuds 
CTSP 430- 0 05-804 •·-Rolling Ladders -· lnsp,·,,tion 
CTSP 430-906-303 •-· Intercept Strapping •- Description and Methods 
CTS 490-700-xxx Main Frame Terminations 

( series) 

2. TOOLS AND MATERIALS 

2.01 The following tools and materials are rc4uired w!wn running jumpers: 

a. Iron, soldering. 

b. Holder, soldering iron. 

c. Stick, probing (orange stickJ. 

d. Pli(:fS, longno\c. 

C. Pliers, oblique cutting. 

f. Stripper. 

g. Bru'>h. ruhben,ct. 

h. Polh.:h, tool. 

Uistribu tion B 
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i. Rubber gloves and canvas bag holder. 

j. Frame Bag (for wire clippings and jumper scraps). 

k. Wiping cloth (for copper tip). 

2.02 The following tools are required when making solderless wrapped connections: 

a. Electric wrapping tool. 

b. Hand wrapping tool. 

c. Combination 22-24 gauge bit. 

d. Combination 22-24 gauge sleeve. 

e. Unwrapping tool. 

f. Holder for wrapping tool. 

3. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

3.01 Employees are expected to make use of all safeguards provided for their protection and that 
of their fellow employees and to observe the following precautions: 

a. When using a rolling ladder, make sure the brake is set. 

b. When pulling or passing jumper wire, take care to avoid injury to hands and arms. 

c. Double back the end of the jumper wire before unreeling. This will reduce the risk of 
puncture wounds and aid in preventing the free ends from sagging. 

d. Do not stand or climb on the transverse arms of distributing frames. 

e. While working on or near distributing frames, eye protection mus! be worn at all 
times. 

f. Use rubber gloves when working near breakdown voltage tests. 

4. FRAMES AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 

4.01 Distributing frames are open metal frameworks which provide neat, accessible tenninating facilities for outside cable pairs, central office line circuits, and other central offi~e equipment. Connections can be made by simply changing jumpers. which allows the central office cabling to be largely a permanent installation. 

4.02 Main distributing frames ( MDF) are frames on which the outside telephone lines laminate 
on one side: the multiple cabling of the lines and trunks of the office terminate on the other side. The central office protective equipment is usually mounted on the MDF. which serves as a test point between the indi\'idual telephone lines and the central office. There are two types of MDF: 

a. Type A has all uubi<lc lines ;.ind 1.:ables terminated on the hori1ont..il side: the vcrtkal 
side has all conncdion~ to t..:cntral offic~ equipment and protective dcvkcs for the lines or ~able pairs. 
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b. Type B has all outside lines for cables and their protective devices terminated on the 
vertical side; the central office equipment terminates on the horizontal side. Type B 
is the more commonly used. 

4.03 Line intermediate distributing frames (LIDF) are used to provide neat and flexible facilities 
for terminations and cross-connections that are intermediate in the switching sequence. The 
frames are similar to the MDF in construction and cross-sectional dimensions, but do not 
have protectors. On one side, wiring is terminated to terminal blocks mounted horizon tally. 
Jumpers between terminal blocks permit the adjustment of trunking arrangements. 

4.04 Combined distributing frames (CDF) are usually located close to the cable vault. The CDF is 
designed for type B protection, with the outside cable pairs terminated on protectors 
mounted vertically on one side of the frame, and central office equipment on terminal 
blocks mounted horizontally on the other side. A CDF combines the functions of an MDF 
and LIDF; therefore, no separate LIDF is required. 

4.05 The trunk inkrmediate distributing frame (TIDF) is similar to the CDF in construction and 
cross-sectional dimensions, but terminal blocks are mounted vertically on one side and 
horizontally on the other. Many of the central office trunk circuits arc terminated on these 
blocks and are crossconnected by means of jumpers. The TlDF is designed to be lined up 
with and connected to the CDF to form a single assembly. This permits the running of 
jumpers from either side of the TIDf' to either side of the CDF, and vice versa. 

4.06 The major components of the frame are: 

a. Jumper rfngs serve to guide jumpers where they make sharp changes in dirl~ction and 
have an insulated cover to protect the jumper wire insulation from chafing against the 
framework. 

b. Guard rails and end guard rails are lengths of angle iroR used to protect the terminal 
blocks from damage hy rolling ladders and other t1oor equipment. End guards ,,re 
similarly mounted to pr.itect the ends of the frame. These guards form a continuous 
protection, extending slightly bey,md .. the fronts of the terminal blocks and 
protectors. 

c. A ground bus bar of flat, hard, drawn copper is furnished with each vertical assembly. 
When connected, the entire frame is equipped with a continuous ground connection 
that is both electrically and mechanically strong. A ground lead connects the ~round 
bus bar to the central office ground. 

d. The central office protector (spring and terminal assembly) provides cahlc 
termination and proteds central offkc equipment and personnel from exi..:cssivc.•. high 
foreign voltages and/or sneak current-;. There are several different types in general use 
but their function is the same. 

(I) One type of protector. the Cook 3800 central office protector. is shown in 
Figure 1. In opcratioi;, the protector opens the switchboard circuit. !!rounds 
the outside line, and operate•. an alarm circuit. It provides fur temporary 
disconnect, and the self-soldering heat coils can be reset easily without 
changing the coil. Line connt.:ctions are on one side of the protettnr and 
switchboard connections are c.n the other side. The pn.1tcdor is rc.·s1.:t aftl'r 
operation simply by relatching the operating spring over the hc.lt coil. 

(2) The test plug (shoe) shown i,, Figure 2 is designed to fit the type 3XOO 
protector. Test plugs arc used to kst line dr\:uits through (,r Jround till' hL·at 
coils. The test plug tliva.lcs thl' drcuit so tlwt tests l.'.an be m;.Hk lnoking l'ilhi:r 
to the out~itk plant or to the l.'l.'ntral office equipment. ~ 
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(3) Carbon protector blocks (also known as carbon blocks, protector blocks, open 
space cutouts, or carbons) ace essentially lightning arresters. They serve to 
protect the central office equipment from excessive voltages which might 
result from power contacts and protect the outside plant from the effects of 
lightning. 

(4) The plain carbon block fits into a groove of the protector mounting base 
which is grounded. If the line becomes crossed with a power circuit or is hit by 
lightning, the high voltage impressed on the line causes an arc to form across 
the air gap to the grounded block, effectively shunting the line to ground and 
dissipating the voltage. Frequently the protector blocks show marks of arcing 
after a foreign voltage has been discharged through the blocks to ground. 
Whenever heat coils are replaced, remove and inspect the protector blocks and 
inner surfaces for discoloration or pitting. Discolored, pitted or broken blocks 
should be replaced. 

e. Heat Coils: 

( 1) · Heat coils are used in conjunction with carbon protector blocks to protect the 
central office equipment from small values of continuous current called sneak 
currents. The heat coils, which are directly in each side of the line, will operate 
whenever a faulty condition occurs which permits a small value of current to 
flow in the circuit for any length of time. These heat coils are rated to ensure 
operation at a current of .35 A for three hours at 68° F. or .5 A for 2 IO 
seconds at 68° F. 

(2) When operated, the Cook type 3800 heat coil opens and grounds the line. The 
heat coil is self-soldering and contains two small triggers. The circuit normally 
passes through the springs, through the heat coils, and then through the 
heavily tensioned spring which rests against the triggers when the coils are 
normal. When too much curreni flows through the coil, solder in the coil is 
melted, which in turn causes a trigger to rotate. The rotating alarm spring is 
pressed against the grounded protector mounting plate, while the heavily 
tensioned spring rests against the carbon protector blocks. After a heat coil has 
become hot enough to melt the solder and then cool, the solder hardens and 
holds the trigger so that the trigger ca,111ot rotate. A heat coil of this type can 
be used repeatedly by removing it and reinserting it so that the trigger engages 
the heavily tensioned spring. An alarm lamp (called the telltale alarm lamp), is 
associated with each vertical. One side of this lamp is connected through a 
switch to battery. The other side is connected through the alarm spring of the 
protector to ground. Any heat coil operating will cause the lamp to light. 

f. Fanning strips are mounted on each vertical. The left-hand fanning strip has staggered 
holes, one for each of the cable pairs terminated on the left side of the protcdors. 
The right-hand side also has staggered holes, one for each jumper that can be 
terminated on that side. The holes are positioned so that each is opposite a pair of 
terminals on the protector assembly. 

g. Terminal boards (or blocks) arc generally defined as T·bar sections of wood and other 
insulation such as molded, hard black rubber. The stem of lhe T carries double ended 
terminals helJ transversely in rows. The base of the T (called the mounting base) has 
holes opposite both ends of the terminals which serve as a fanning strip for cables or 
jumpers. Terminal boards provide terminating facilities on the horizontal side of the 
CDF, and both the vertical and horizontal sides of the ";'IDF. 

h. Distributing blocks are similar in construction to terminal boards. One ~iJc is 
permanently wired, while the wiring on the other side can be changed. 
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When Used on Type A Frame. When Used on Type B Frame. 

NOTE: Cable wires connected to left side of protector block. 
Jumper wires connected to right side of protector blo~k. 

FIGURE I. Cook 3800 Central Office Protector 

5. DISTR)BUTING FRAME CROSS-CONNECTIONS 

5.01 The tenns cross-connectiun or jumper are applied to twisted insulated conductors USl'd to 
provide flexible assignment of insi<lr 1.,Iant equipment. Genl'rally. all fixed plant is 
permar.~ntly cabled to a d1..,triln;ting frame. Connections between various equipment arL· 
then made with jumpers. l.fns.,··"t·otmedicn work is one of the must important operuti<n1,· 
performed in rhe central oj}ice. Before running any jumpers, verify all tt'rminal locations to 
avoid errors and save time. Refer to paragraph 6.01. 

5.02 Twenty-two gauge distributing frame wire should be used on all frames. except for singk 
conductor jumpers. Because of its increased mcdianical strength. 20-gaugc win: should he 
used for single ronductor jumpers. 

a. Two-conductor jump~rs h:.ive white and red insulated wir..:. The white wire, c.ilkd till' 
tip, b L1scd to connect to the positive ground(+) side of th.: line. Tht.· red wire. c1lkd 
the ring, is used to coune..:t to the negative batkry (-) si<lt! of the line. 

b. Three-conductor jumpt.TS have wh:tc, red, and blue wires. The third (hlud wirL' is 
called the slcei'e~ it is the control (C) lead wire and controls thL' guarding. h~lldi11g. and 
releasing uf switches, and holds switches operated to guard them against sdzurc by 
other calls. 
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-{ 

Make With 
--------- Out-Over 1------------, 

Tl -Tip In 
TO-Tip Out 
HGT - Heat Coil Tip 
RO- Ring Out 
RI - Ring In 
HCR - Heat Coil Ring 

Springs 

Make With 
Ratchet 
Springs 

FIGURE 2. Cook 3800 Test Plugs (Shoes) 

The test plugs (shoes) are used to test line circuits through or around the heat coils 
dividing the circuit into its compound parts. thereby simplifying the testing operation. 
The test plug (shoe) is designed to fit the Central Office Protector (3800). 
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c. Four 0conductor jumpers have white, red, blue, and black wires. The white wire is the 
tip (+), the red is the ring(-), the blue is the control (C, S, or B,) lead and the black is 
the extra control (EC, HS, or B,) lead. The fourth (EC, HS, or B,) wire is used in 
making connections to equipment such as the distributing terminal assembly <OTA) 
frame and the trunk intermediate distribution frame (TIDF). 

S.03 Jumpers are usually run from the horizontal side of a frame to the vertical side. When 
running in or handling jumpers, do not allow the wires to become kinked. At the point 
where a jumper enters a jumper ring, place it in such a way that it will neither bind against 
nor cross over other jumpers or jumper ring bars. 

S.04 Figure 3 is a line drawing of jumpers entering and leaving a ring and is being used 011lr to 
illustrate the distribution of jumpers to different sections of the ring. depending on the 
direction of origin and termination. Figures 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the correct use of rings 
when running jumpers, i.e., with the wire slack and resting i,gl,tlv against the ring,. 

NOTE: Continuous jumper aclil'it_v may loosen jumper rings. Loose rings should be 
tightened as soon as possible to prei,ent complications in jumper running. 

FIGURE 3. Line Drawing Designed to Illustrate 
How Jumpers, Ideally, Should Enter and 
Leave Rings. 

S.05 The majority of unacceptable (crossed and poorly placed) jumpers are those run from right 
to left on the horizontal side. These jumpers are run through rings on their particular 
horizontal levels, then to connecting blocks vn the vertical side. Proper procedures arc: 

a. Run the jumper into a ring on the same horizontal level with the jumper wire entering 
near the top inside edge. See Figure 4. 

b. If the jumper is to go 1,., a connecting block three or more levels below its horiwntal 
level, use the right hanJ lu bring it around inside and lo the bottom of the ring. Plac,· 
the left hand under and behind the ring to receive the jumper (see Figure 5) and place 
it in a downward position (see Figure 6). This type of jumper may be run in front of 
existing jumpers on the vertical side. Run as directly as possible into the proper 
connecting block hole. 

c. If the jumper is to go to a connecting block three or more levels abol'e its horil.(1nlal 
level, proceed as in paragraph 5.05 a. Then bring the jumper out in front of cxistin~ 
jumpers on the vcrtkal side and run it as directly as possible into th~ proPL'f 
connecting block hole. 
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d. If the jumper is to go from its horizontal level straight across (or less than three levels 
up or down), proceed as in paragraph 5 .05 a. Then bring the jumper around the inside 
edge of the ring to a point where it can run as directly as possible into the proper 
connecting block hole. Run it behind the existing jumper on the vertical side. 

S.06 Run jumpers from left to right as described in paragraph 5.05. Jumpers should be placed in 
front of existing .jumpers on the vertical side. As stated in paragraph 4.04, the jumpers 
should lie against the jumper rings when they have been run and tied down. 

5.07 Run short horizontal jumpers (within three verticals of straight across) underneath all other 
jumpers but on top of the ironwork of their respective levels (see Figure 7). In most 
instances, they will then cause the least possible interference with other jumpers in the rings 
through which they are run. Run these jumpers through the rings so that they pull on the 
inside edge of the rings and go as directly as possible to the proper connecting block holes. 

5.08 A contact memo (or rack sheet) may require that a jumper be run from one block on a 
horizontal level to another block on the same level. This type of jumper should be run 
through a ring at least one vertical to the right of the right-hand block of the two on which it 
is to terminate. The jumper will then lie against the ring when it is tied down to the 
connecting block. 

5.09 An order may require that a jumper be run from one block on a vertical to another block on 
the same vertical. This type of jumper should be run through a ring at least one level abm•e 
the higher of the two blocks on which it is to terminate. The jumper will then lie against the 
ring when it is tied down to the connecting block. 

5.10 Avoid weaving jumpers through existing jumpers or between the individual conductors of an 
existing jumper. Be sure to keep jumpers above the horizontal ironwork and inside the 
vertical ironwork of the frames (see Figure 7). 

5.11 Run lineswitch-to-X-block jumpers as directed by the central office foreman. Allow 
approximately 5 inches of slack (measured from the point of tying down), so that jumpers 
can be pulled. 

5.12 To prevent a congestion of jumpers on one level and one ring, run cable ties on different 
levels. 

5.13 When running used jumpers. remove all kinks and knots. Inspect the wire and discard any 
with damaged insulation. 

5.14 Be sure to run the jumpers through the correct holes in the fanning strips of connection 
blocks (see Figure 8). Avoid crossing jumpers at the holes of blocks on the vertical side of 
the LIDF. If a jumper comes to a block (vertical) from a higha (horizontal) level, do not run 
it around existing jumpers in the outer row of holes (sec Figure 8) to get to the inner row. 
Pull existing jumpers in the outer row toward the outer edge of the block. This will dear a 
srraight run to the hole in the inner row. Make every effort to avoid running a jumper in such 
a way that it will interfere with another jumper. 

6. TYING DOWN JUMPERS 

6.01 If a jumper is working on a location assigned for a new jumper to be run. v,r'fy the 
assignment. If the assignment is correct. pull the old jumper and give the u,11 1 ph:tc 
information to Lint! Assignment forces. This ensures that if the assignment is inc, rrcd, 
corrections will be made before work is called for by outside plant forces. 



FIGURE 4. Right Hand Receiving a Right-to
Left Jumper (HLIDF) and Placing 
It Into Ring at the Top Inside 
Edge. 
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FIGURE 6. Tied-Down Jumper Correctly 
Pla,ed Against the Bottom Inside 
Edge of a Ring. 
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FIGURE S. Left Hand Placed Under and Back 
of a Ring to Receive a Right-to
Left Jumper (HLIDF). 

b 

~i► 
FIGURE 7. Large Arrow Points to Jumper 

Run Outside Vertical Ironwork. 
Broken Line Represents Correct 
Run. 

6.02 Before stripping insulation from jumper wire, place the distributinb _rame bag on the shelf 
below the shelf where the work is to be done. Make sure there will be approximately 4 
inches of slack in the jumper when it is tied down. Measure t~ _ slack by making sure the 
jumper length will extend the width of a hand beyond the ' ,, ,t edge of the block. (An 
exception to the 4-inch slack requirement applies to jum, .. ·,s run directly across the 
horizontal side; in this case, allow only enough slack for pulling and to prevent binding.) 

6.03 Untwist the jumper back far enough so the wires will come througl1 the fanning strip parallel 
to each other. Wrap the wires so that insulation comes just to the notch of the pin as shown 
in Figure 9. Allow for stretch in the case of plastic insulation. Figures 9 through 17 show 
typical terminations 
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PILE ANO DRESS JUMPERS NEATLY 
JUMPERS CAN LIE AGAINST TERMINALS 

HORIZONTAL BLOCK 

FIGURE 8. 

PILE AND DRESS JUMPERS NEATLY. 
JUMPERS CAN LIE AGAINST TERMINALS 

OVERLAP WITH INSULATION 
CLOSE TO NOTCH VERTICAL BLOCK 

NONE OF TWIST 
TO BE WITHIN 
FANNING STRIP 

FIGURE 9. Termination of Wire on Termi .. al Strip 

6.04 With the jumper supported against the fanning strip, break off the wire on the terminal by a 
series of up and down motions for horizontal tenninal strip:;1 or left and right motions for 
vertical terminal strips. The motions should be in a direction parallel to the flat surface of 
the terminal to avoid strain on the terminal. This method avoids crossing the wires with 
other terminals of the terminal strip, or crossing the pliers with terminals when cutting the 
wire. 
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NOTE: Twenty-ga11ge wire may be cut instead of broken. txcess cut or broken wire should 
not. be allowed to fall on terminal strips, protectors, floor, etc. 

6.05 To terminate a wire on the terminal of a protector where the notch appears on the underside 
of the terminal (as shown in Figure I 0), bring the wire under the terminal, up through the 
notch, along the front of the terminal, over the top edge (or through the back notch, where 
provided), and down the rear side, making one complete turn of bare wire around the 
terminal. Cut or break the excess wire at point X. 

FIGURE I 0. Termination of Wire on Protector 
with Notch on Underside of Terminal 

6.06 To terminate a wire on the terminal of a protector where the notch appears on the upper 
side of the terminal (as shown in Figure I I) bring the wire through the notch, down the 
front side, and up the rear side, making one complete tum of bare wire around the terminal. 
Cut or break the excess wire at point X. 

NOTE: If a. protector is broken. replace the defectiPe terminal (or spring), using a spring 
bender or appropriate si:e 1,11rench. Do not terminate the jumper wit£' on the spring 
on the cable side of the protector as this will remove the protection on the side of 
the line affected and create a fire hacard. 

X 

FIGURE 11. Termination of Wire on Protector 
with Notch on Upper side of Terminal 

6.07 To terminate a wire on a type 444 jack. pass the wire through the proper hole in the fanning 
strip (as shown in Figure I ~ l, bring the wire under the terminal. up through the notch. across 
the top of the terminal, and down through the back notch (as shown in Figure 13). Cut or 
break the excess wire at point X. 

6.08 To termimte a wire on a terminal of a type 65 (or similar) terminal strip, bring the wire 
along the left side of the terminal. through the notch. back along the right side of the 
terminal, and across the top (as shown in Figure 14). Cut or break the excess wire at point X. 

h.09 When terminating jumpers 011 terminal strips of the type shown in Figure I 0. first connect 
the wire on the terminal nearest the front and then work toward the rear of the block. 
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FIGURE 12. Termination of Wire on Type 444 
Jack at MDF 
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FIGURE 13. Termination of Wire on 
Terminal with a Back Notcfi 

FIGURE 14. Termination of Wire on Terminal of 
Type 65 ( or Similar) Terminal Strip 

6.10 To terminate a wire on a terminal which is in a ,·ertical position (horizontal IDF). with a 
single notch (either with or without a hack notch). bring the wire along the left side of the 
terminal. through the notch. along the right si,Ic or the terminal. and across the back (or 
through the back notch. where provided). Sec Figure 15. Cut or break the excess wire at 
point X. 

BACK NOTCH 

FIGURE 15. Termination of Wire on Vertical 
Terminal witl1 a Single Notch 
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6.11 To terminate a wire on a terminal which is in a horizontal position (vertical IDF), with a 
single notch (either with or without a back notch), bring the wire along the bottom of the 
terminal, through the notch, back along the top of the terminal, and terminate at the back 
(or back notch, where provided). See Figure 16. Cut or break the excess wire at point X. 

~· 
TOP OF TERMINAL 

BACN 
NOTCH 

TOP Of TERIIIIINAL 

FIGURE 16. Termination of Wire on Horizontal Terminal 
with a Single Notch (Top View) 

6.12 To terminate wires on a terminal strip where the terminals have twin notches or double twin 
notches and only one set of leads is required, connect them in the outer notches unless it is 
necessary to reserve these notches for strapping, subject to change in service. The jumpers 
should be terminated as described in paragraphs 6.10 and 6. 11 and as shown in Figure 17. 

BACK NOTCH 

TWIN NOTCH DOUBLE TWIN NOTCH 

VERTICAL TERMINAL 

TOP OF 
TERMINAL 

TWIN NOTCH 

TOP OF 
TERMINAL 

DOUBLE TWIN NOTCH 

HORIZONTAL TERMINAL 

FIGURE 17. Termination of Wire on Terminal with 
a Twin Notch or Double Twin Notch 
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6.13 Where a second jumper is to be terminated on the same terminal with another jumper, the 
first jumper should be unsoldered and removed and both the terminal and the notch in the 
terminal freed from all excess solder. The two jumpers should then be terminated in the 
same notch. 

6.14 Immediately after wire is connected to the terminal, it should be soldered. 

6.15 Tie down as many jumpers as possible called for on rack sheets, but do not connect normals 
until called for by the installer. 

6.16 The frameman on the vertical side should tie down all jumpers as he receives them. If 
jumpers cannot be tied down at the time they are caught, tie them in the wood. Pull out the 
loose ends for easy visibility, except when jumpers are hold sheet items. In such cases, tie the 
jumpers in the wood and tuck the loose ends back into existing jumpers. (The frameman 
should be able to look down the frame and easily detect the jumpers to be tied down and the 
tails of kills to be cleaned off.) 

6.17 When a jumper is to be terminated on the back pins, tie a knot in the loose end. 

7. WRAPPED CONNECTIONS 

7.01 Sulderless Wrapped Connections: The minimum number of turns around the terminal shall 
be 6 complete turns for 24-gauge wire, and 5 complete turns for 22-gauge wire. A skinned 
length of 1-5/8 inches should be sufficient for 22- and 24-gauge wire to permit t_he required 
number of turns around the terminal. See Figure 18. More than the required number of turns 
is permissible. To be sure satisfactory connections are being made, check them periodically. 

7.02 Soldered Wrapped Connections: A minimum of three complete turns around the terminal 
shall be made for soldered wrapped connections. A skinned length of 3/4 inch should be 
sufficient to permit the required number of turns around the terminal. See Figure 19. More 
than the required number of turns is permissible. 

7.03 Skinning leads: Care must be taken when skinning leads for wrapped connections. It is 
important that the leads are not nicked or flattened. Do not bend the wires as this makes it 
difficult to insert the wire ends into the wire feed slot of the bit. 

NOTE: Before skinning cable conductors on the equipment side of terminal strips, the wires 
shall be in their final position. 

7 .04 Wrapping Leads: Wrap leads as follows: 

a. Insert the skinned portion of the lead into the feed slot of the wrapping bit; ensure 
that no bare wire is showing. Bond the insulated portion of the lead into the 
anchoring notch as illustrated in Figure 20. Hold the wire taut in the anchoring notch 
and push the tool onto the terminal. Use of the left or right anchoring notch is 
determined by the direction of approach: 



FIGURE 18. Skinned Wire Required for a 
Solderless Connection 

CABLE 
FORM 

FIGURE 19. Skinned Wire Required for a 
Soldered Connection 
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( l) A lead dressed to the left of the terminal is placed in the left anchoring notch. 

(2) A lead dressed to the right of the terminal is placed in the right anchoring 
notch. 

NOTE: If the wire is not inserted up to the insulation, a shiner may result. A shiner shu/1,wt 
be longer than I /8 inch. A longer length shiner is potential trouble. 

b. The tool shall be inserted over the terminal as far as it will go without touching the 
terminal molding. 
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ROTATING SPINDLE 

STATIONARY SLEEVE 

Tool 'Tip 

WIRE 
ANCHORING 
NOTCH 

FEED SLOT 

Wire Inserted 

Wire Anchored Terminal lnSt:rtion 

Typical Connection 

FIGURE 20. Solderle." Wrappc-d 
Connection Process. 

STRIPPED 
OR SKIN
NED WIRE 

c. Thl' tool "lh:.tll be in a direct line with the knninal before being operated. 

d. Opl'ration of the trigger will wrap the wire on the terminal. The tool v. 
autornaticall)' move backward as the wire evils on the tt'nninal. produ1.,;ing a fimsh 
CO!llll'Ction. 

c. Insufficient pressure on the tool when wrapping may cause separation as shown 
Figure 21. 



FIGURE 21. Separated Turns Resulting 
from Insufficient Pressure 
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f. Excessive pressure on the tool when wrapping can cause overriding (overlapping) 
turns as shown in Figure 22. 

FIGURE 22. Overriding (Overlapping) Turns Resulting 
from Excessive Pressure 

g. While it js not ncces'iary for the wire end to bt' flat against the terminal. in nn L"ase 
should it project to the extent that the required I /64-inch clearance between the wire 
and an adjacent terminal cannot be Ini.Jintained. In addition. the wire end must not 
extend over 1;8 inch. 

h. Where the dearance between the wire cnJ and the adjacent terminal is not the 
required 1/64 inch (or the wire end extends 1/8 inch), the wJTe end can be wrc:pped 
down using the wire wrapping tool, pliers. spudger or simibr 100I. This conn,,ction 
shall he soldered. 

7.05 More than one wire per terminal: 

a. Where more than one co11nc,·tion per terminal is necessary. the method nf wr.1pping 
the second or third connect,un is determined by the remaining terminal length after 
the first connection has been made. Each &-turn connection takes approximately I ;4 
inch of the terminal. In order to make a second or third connection, at least I /4 or 
I /2 inch of the terminal must be available. See Figure 23. 

FIGURE 23. 

h. If there is not sufficient terminal length availahle for solderless connecting.a 1-1 /4 to 
3-tum connection may be made, l;ut must he soldered. See Figures 24A and 24tt. 

c. If there is not sufficient terminal length for a 1-1 /4 inch turn connection, wrap the 
lead over the previous connection and solder. See Figure 25. 
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FIGURE 24A. FIGURE 24B. 

FIGURE 25. 

d. Where it is not practical to apply solderless wire wrapped connections on terminal 
strips, the soldering operation can be facilitated if the wrapping tool is not placed on 
the terminal as far as it will go. A depth guide (as shown in Figure 26 and used as 
illustrated in Figure 27) will position the wrapping tool to leave sufficient space for 
three connections of three turns each. After the first horizontal row of connections 
has been made on a group of terminal strips, the remaining terminals can be gauged 
by eye rather than repositioning the guide on each succeeding row of terminals. 

I~ 11 16''• 
'8'' l lt ,,, .. 

f L ... 
1/1":::1_ 

1,.-----,-1
,,11,, •• ~.~---.-.. Ju--,--' ---, 

~15/16" 

COLORED PLASTIC OR FIBRE 

FIGURE 26. Depth Guide for Soldered 
Connections on Terminal 
Strips 

7.06 Soldering Wrapped Connettions: 

FIGURE 27. Method of Using Depth 
Guide for Soldered 
Connections on Terminal 
Strips 

a. When a terminal contains solder, either on an existing (;Ollnt.!dion or resulting from a 
previously soldered connection, all connections added to this terminal shall be 
soldered. 

b. When soldering a wrapped connection, a minimum of two adjacent turns of the 
connection shall be soldered. 
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c. Where a connection requiring solder is added to a terminal, all connections on that 
terminal shall be soldered. 

7.07 Removing Wrapped Connections: 

a. The spiral may be unwound with an unwrapping tool or pliers (see Figure 28), or by 
hand if there is sufficient slack. 

FIGURE 28. Removing Wrapped Connection 

b. Where a connection has been soldered, a soldering iron should be applied to the 
connection and the spiral unwound with pliers or by hand. Do 1101 use the 
unwrapping tool. 

c. No attempt shall be made to pull the wrap from the terminal by pulling on the lead. 
This may break the wire and make the wrap difficult to remove. 

d. If a wrap must be removed and then reconnected, proceed as follows: 

(I) When there is sufficient slack in the lead to obtain the proper skinned length. 
cut the previously connected lead back, skin a11d reconnect. Do nut rL'\\ rap a 
previously wrapped skinned il'llgth; the tensile str,·ngth of the lead ha, hccn 
reduced by the first wrapping operation. 

(2) Where there is insufficient slack to make a norm:.tl connection. skin I /4 111ch or 
insulation from the lead and wrap at least 1-1/4 turns of wire, using the 
wrapping tool or pliers. This wrap shall be soldered. 

NOTE: This does not apply to jumpers. If there is not enough ,"lack, rep/an' 
the jumper. 

(3) Rewrapped connections made on a terminal that was not previously soldered 
do not require soldering. 

8. SOLDERING REMINDERS 

8.01 Soldering methods are covered in ('TSP 410-650-410. 

8.02 The soldering iron should be hot before an attempt is made to solder a connection. T,·,t for 
heat by touching a piece of solder to the copper tip, never hy holding the iron neur Ilic huncl 
or face. 

8.03 Take care not to melt the plastic insulation with the soldering iron. Place the iron tip a).!ainq 
the pin and wire. Hold the tip against the pin until solder flows freely on the pin. li,e "' l11tk 
solder as po~sible to t:ovcr the wire an<l weld it to the pin. The use of cxcl'ssive l1t·:1t :111d 
solder causes solder runs on pins. 
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8.04 Excess solder should be removed from the hot tip only by wiping on the wiping pad. Never 
flip solder from the iron; solder splashes can be very dangerous. 

8.05 Examine the pins and blocks around the work for excess solder and splashes. Remove excess 
solder with a spudger and correct any potential trouble. A short-bristled, nonmetallic brush 
is useful for cleaning between the pins after excess solder has been loosened. Hold the free 
hand under the !:>lock (or use a wiping cloth) and make sure the distributing frame bag is 
properly placed to catch the excess solder. 

8.06 All loose solder, loose wire, bits of insulation, etc., must be placed in the distributing frame 
bag as work is being performed. This is most important to reduce the chances of accidents 
caused by slipping on bits of material and to maintain a neat appearance. 

9. ORDERS 

9.01 Removing Jumpers: 

a. When removing jumpers, make sure that the jumper to be cut is clear of other 
jumpers. 

b. Before cutting a jumper, monitor the line to make sure it is not busy. Do not cut a 
jumper if the line is in use. 

c. Immediately place all disconnected normals on intercepting service (operator or 
mechanical, depending on the order being worked). This action is important as it 
reduces no-ring complaints. When cutting other jumpers, leave a tail at least 3 inches 
long attached to those pins which are not to be cleaned immediately. Pull such tails 
out from the block so that they can be easily seen. Remove tails each day (with a hot 
iron) and clean the pins. 

9.02 Out (OJ Orders: 

a. After cutting long jumpers, remove (pull) them from the horizontal rather than the 
vertical side. If a long jumper is removed from the vertical side, it may rub on and 
melt the plastic coating on the conductors of a working circut. 

b. If two men work together on O orders, any error is likely to be found and can be 
corrected, which will reduce the possibility or a customer complaint. If a frameman is 
working alone, he can pull up the slack on one side to mark the jumpers to be cut, or 
he can go up on the test turret and short the pins at the X-block or lineswitch before 
cutting the jumpers. 

c. Any orders, whether connect, remove, F&T, or C, may or may not be designated 
HOLD (to be completed at a specified time). Do the preparatory work (running 
jumpers, etc.) on HOLD orders as soon as possible. However, do not complete a 
HOLD order until the installer calls in and requests it. 

d. Immediately correct any errors found when working or trying to work HOLD orders. 
Call Line Assignment and get a correction as soon as possible. 

e. Complete all work on disconnect orders designated as HOLD at the time specified to 
prevent disconnecting in error. 
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9.03 Testing: Test all orders (whether hold or nonhold) immediately after the nonnal is 
connected. Test by dialing the connector normal on the test turret and shorting the cable 
pair on the cable side of the VMDF (the test will then include a check of the protector 
springs). 

9.04 Intercept Service: 

a. Orders requiring intercept service will state the method to be used in intercepting 
disconnected normals (mechanical or operator). Do not solder intercept straps; make 
a good mechanical connection. 

b. When disconnected, rotary or level hunting connector groups should have the 
strapping removed at the connector board terminal block. Connect the first number 
of a group to be intercepted to the intercept pins of the block involyed. If intercept 
of additional numbers is required, jumper the second number to another convenient 
connector board intercept block. This will ensure access to the intercept operator if a 
second call is being answered. On dial PBX equipment, restore ground to the 
disconnected line equipment. 

9.05 Completion Symbols: To indicate the progress of work on an order, the following symbols 
can be used to mark the order: 

a. Jumper run. 0 

b. Jumper run and tied in the wood. ~ 

C. Jumper tied vertical. (D 

d. Jumper tied horizontal. e 

e. Completed. 81 

f. Disconnected. + 

10. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

l 0.01 Write up on the job order special cuts or trouble cuts received from the testboard. Show the 
date, time, and name of testboardman; also show the name of the person who is to do the 
work. 

l 0.02 If the testboard requests a jumper to be reversed at a protector to compensate for a rcversc·d 
pair, inform the foreman and place a tag on the pair. Write on the tag the date. the reason for 
reversal, and the name of the testboardman. 

I 0.03 Place dummy carbons and dummy heat coils in special lines rm/r when an order specifi,·d 
them Make sure the carbons are marked and the cable is tagged. Cover the protector with a 
protector guard. When the line is disconnected, remove the dummy carbons. heat coils. and 
the tag; replace with standard protection. 

10.04 Run a jumper tied to the cable side of the protector (bypassing the protection) as follows· 

a. Run the jumper as usual in the fanning strip and then run it behind the fanning strip 
and through the hole for the cable pair. 

b. Tag the jumper on the right-hc11H.I side to avoid any a~sumption that th1.' pJir i~ \.11.·an I. 


